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EYFS: BATHROOMS / TOILETS  
What are the 
hazards?  
 

Who might be 
harmed and how?  
 

What are we already 
doing?  
 

What else do we need to do to 
control this risk?  

 

Action by who /when?  
 

Done –  
as appropriate  

Unregulated water 
temp  

Children, practitioners, 
parents, visitors  
Scalding/burning  

Staff :  
- immediately reporting 
changes in water temperature 
to site manager - closing use of 
taps until fixed and providing 
alternative hand washing 
solutions  

 

Ensure water temperature is 
checked every morning and at 
regular intervals.  

T/TA daily on rota for 
checks. 

 

Use and storage of 

cleaning materials/ 

other substances  

Children, 

practitioners, 

parents, visitors  
 

All cleaning materials 

stored in locked 

cupboards. 
 

Rotated practitioner to complete 
checklist sheet daily. 

T/TA daily on rota for 
checks. 

 

Soap/water spills  Children, 

practitioners, 

parents, visitors  
 

-Soap to be placed in 
dispensers  
-Teaching chdn how to 
use the dispensers  
- Practitioners making 
regular checks and 
mopping up spillages. 

Ensure mops are ready available in 
each area for spillages to be dealt 
with quickly. Ensure mops are colour 
co-ordinated to avoid germs 
spreading.(All staff to be aware) 
Blue: Toilet issues 
Red: Sick  

T/TA daily on rota checks 
Phase Leader to ensure 
posters are in all toilets 
regarding bucket colours 
etc.  

 

Cleanliness of 
toilets/ flushing  

Children, 

practitioners, 

parents, visitors  
 

Staff: 
-Teaching the children 
the importance of 
flushing the toilet after 
using and asking a grown 

Staff to monitor at regular intervals 
that toilets are flushed and to a 
clean enough standard for children 
to use throughout the day.  

T/TA daily on rota  
Lunch time organisers prior 
to the end of lunch time 
and ready for pm session. 

 



 

up for help if they need 
to.  

Locks on doors  Children, 

practitioners, 

parents, visitors  
 

Staff: 
- Teach children how to 
use the locks.  
- Inform children who 
cannot independently 
unlock doors, that they 
can just close the door 
without locking it. 

-Check that locks are functioning 
correctly each morning.  
-Support children with toilet runs if 
they need it. 
 

T/TA on rota   


